Folklore

—[State, country, region, continent, etc.] (Continued)

the group with the subdivision Folklore and are given a second heading for the folklore of the appropriate geographic area, e.g. 1. Ashanti (African people)—Folklore. 2. Folklore—Southwest. New. Folklore, Aboriginal Australians

USE Aboriginal Australians—Folklore

Folklore, African American

USE African Americans—Folklore

Folklore, Altai

USE Altai (Turkic people)—Folklore

Folklore, Arab

USE Arabs—Folklore

Folklore, Ashanti

USE Ashanti (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Bantu

USE Bantu speaking peoples—Folklore

Folklore, Bengali

USE Bengali (South Asian people)—Folklore

Folklore, Black

USE Blacks—Folklore

Folklore, Celtec

USE Celts—Folklore

Folklore, Chinese American

USE Chinese Americans—Folklore

Folklore, Czech

USE Czechs—Folklore

Folklore, Flemish

USE Flemings—Folklore

Folklore, French Canadian

USE French Canadians—Folklore

Folklore, Friisian

USE Frisians—Folklore

Folklore, Germanic

USE Germanic peoples—Folklore

Folklore, Hmong

USE Hmong (Asian people)—Folklore

Folklore, Igbo

USE Igbo (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Jewish

USE Jews—Folklore

Folklore, Kamba

USE Kamba (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Kazakh

USE Kazakhs—Folklore

Folklore, Khoi khoi

USE Khoi khoi (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Massai

USE Massai (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Malay

USE Malays (Asian people)—Folklore

Folklore, Maori

USE Maori (New Zealand people)—Folklore

Folklore, Mongwe

USE Mongwe (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Negro

USE African Americans—Folklore

Folklore, Oriental

USE Folklore—Asia

Folklore, Persian

USE Folklore—Iran

Folklore, San

USE San (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Slavic

USE Slavs—Folklore

Folklore, Tonga (Zambezi)

USE Tonga (Zambezi people)—Folklore

Folklore, Yoruba

USE Yoruba (African people)—Folklore

Folklore, Zulu

USE Zulu (African people)—Folklore

Football

—Fiction

USE Football stories—BT Sports—Fiction

Football stories

USE Football—Fiction

Foreign Legion, French

USE France. Army. Foreign Legion

Fortune

USE Luck

Fortune telling

USE Collectors and collecting

Fourth of July

USE Fourth of July celebrations

Fourth of July celebrations

USE Fourth of July

France. Armée. Légion étrangère

USE France. Army. Foreign Legion

France. Army. Foreign Legion

USE Foreign Legion, French

French Army. Légion étrangère

USE Foreign Legion, French

French language

—Readers

Here are entered reading texts in French containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in French intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under French language—Readers.

—Bilingual

French Quarter (New Orleans, La.)

USE New Orleans (La.). Vieux Carré

Old French Quarter (New Orleans, La.)

USE Vieux Carré (New Orleans, La.)

Fresh air charity

USE Freshwater angelfishes

Friars

Here are entered works on members of a mendicant order, whose members are not attached to a monastery and own no property. Works on members of a monastery who are bound by a vow of stability and are co-owners of the community property of the monastery are entered under the heading Monks.

RT Monks

Friends, Best

USE Best friends

Friends, Imaginary

USE Imaginary playmates

Friendship

USE Best friends

Imaginary playmates

Friesians

USE Frisians

Frilans

USE Frilans

—Folklore

USE Folklore, Frisian

Frog hopper

USE Spittle insects

Frost Jack

USE Jack Frost

Fruit culture

USE Fulgoroids

Fulgisidae

USE Fulgoridae

Funnel-web spiders

USE Agelenidae

Galapagos Islands Biosphere Reserve (Galapagos Islands)

USE Reserva Biosferica en los Galápagos (Galapagos Islands)

Galilei, Galileo, 1564-1642

USE Galileo, 1564-1642

Galileo, 1564-1642

USE Galileo, 1564-1642

Game and game birds

Ganesh (Hindu deity)

USE Ganesha (Hindu deity)

Ganesha (Hindu deity)

USE Ganesh (Hindu deity)

García Márquez, Gabriel, 1927-2014, Cien años de soledad

USE García Márquez, Gabriel, 1927-2014, One hundred years of solitude

García Márquez, Gabriel, 1927-2014, One hundred years of solitude

USE García Márquez, Gabriel, 1927-2014.

Genes

USE Jinn

Geographical distribution of animals and plants

USE Animal distribution

Geographical distribution

USE Plant distribution

German Alaskinskii, Saint, 1756-1837

USE Herman, of Alaska, Saint, 1756-1837

German language

—Readers

Here are entered reading texts in German containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in German intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under German language materials.

German language materials

Here are entered works written in German intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., German language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in German containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under German language—Readers.

—Bilingual

Germanic peoples

USE Folklore, Germanic

Ghost stories

USE Ghosts—Fiction

Ghosts

USE Fiction

Giant toad

USE Bufo marinus

Cane toad

USE Rana catesbeiana

Marine toad

USE Bufo marinus

Ginglymostoma

USE Nurse sharks

Glees, catches, rounds, etc.

USE Rounds (Music)

Gliding

USE Goofy (Cartoon character)

—Goofy (Fictitious character)

Goofy (Fictitious character)

USE Goofy (Cartoon character)

BT Cartoons and comics

Gophers

USE Pocket gophers

Gosudarstvennyĭ Ėrmitazh (Russia)

USE Hermitage Museum (Russia)

Graduation (School)

USE Academic rites and ceremonies

Conference ceremonies

School graduation

Grave stones

USE Grave stones

Grave stones

USE Gravesstones

Gravesstones

USE Grave stones

Graue Monuments (Germany)

USE Tombstones in Gräflichen Monuments (Tombstones in Germany)

Gravitation

USE Gravity

Gravity

USE Gravitation

Greek

USE Avarice

—Readers

Here are entered reading texts in Greek containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Greek intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Greek language materials.

Greek language

—Readers

Here are entered reading texts in Greek containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Greek intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Greek language materials.
Identity (Philosophical concept)
USE Identity
Identity (Psychology)
USE Identity
Igbo (African people)
— Folklore
UF Folklore, Igbo
Imaginary animals
USE Imaginary creatures
Imaginary companions
USE Imaginary playmates
Imaginary creatures
Here are entered works on imaginary animals and other fanciful creatures that do not exist. Works on creatures found in myths and legends, such as the unicorn, griffin, and phoenix, are entered under Animals, Mythical.
UF Animals, Imaginary
Creatures, Imaginary
Imaginary animals
RT Animals, Mythical
Imaginary friends
USE Imaginary playmates
Imaginary playmates
UF Friends, Imaginary
Imaginary companions
Imaginary friends
Invisible playmates
Make-believe playmates
Playmates, Imaginary
BT Friendship
Imagination
Imagine
NT Imaginary playmates
Immortalism
USE Immortality
Immortality
Here are entered works on both the concept of the survival of the soul after death and the concept of living indeﬁnitely in the ﬂesh.
UF Immortalism
Impersonation (Not Subst Geog)
USE Imposters and imposture
Imposters and imposture
USE Impersonation
Improvisation (Acting)
USE Plays—Improvisation
Indian chiefs
USE Kings, queens, rulers, etc.
Indian mythology
— North America, [South America, etc.]
USE Indians of North America, [South America, etc.]—Folklore
Indians
— Treatment
UF Indians, Treatment of
Indians, Treatment of
USE Indians—Treatment
Indians of North America
Indians of North America, [South America, etc.]
— Folklore
Single myths or collections of mythology of a speciﬁc tribe are entered under the name of the tribe with the subdivision Folklore.
UF Indian mythology—North America, [South America, etc.]
Indians of North America, [South America, etc.]—Legends
— Legends
USE Indians of North America, [South America, etc.]—Folklore
Indoor games
USE Creative activities and seat work
Infants
USE Babies
Infants (Newborn)
USE Babies
Infants (Premature)
USE Premature babies
Insectivora
USE Insectivores
Insectivores
UF Insectivora
Intelligence service
Here are entered works on the organization, function, and activities of particular intelligence services.
RT Espionage
Spies
— Fiction
Here are entered ﬁctional works on the activities of agents of an intelligence service.
RT Spy stories
International Children's Rain Forest (Costa Rica)
UF Bosque Eterno de los Niños (Costa Rica)
Interplanetary visitors
USE Extraterrestrial beings
Inuit language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Inuit containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Inuit intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Inuit language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Inupiaq dialect
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Inupiaq containing material for instruction and practice in reading that dialect. Works written in Inupiaq intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Inupiaq dialect materials.
Inupiaq dialect materials
Here are entered works written in Inupiaq intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Inupiaq dialect materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Inupiaq containing material for instruction and practice in reading that dialect are entered under Inupiaq dialect—Readers.
— Bilingual
Invisble playmates
USE Imaginary playmates
Irish language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Irish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Irish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Irish language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Irish mythology
— Readers
Here are entered works written in Irish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Irish language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Irish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Irish language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Ironworks
Iroquois Indians
Islamic Resistance Movement
USE Hamas
Ispadats
USE Ispodats
Ispodats
UF Ispodats
Ispodats as pets
Israel Museum (Jerusalem)
UF Muze'on Yisræ'el (Jerusalem)
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
UF Tżmavvet ha-Ḥalmonot ha-Yisra'el
Italian language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Italian containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Italian intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Italian language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Italian language materials
Here are entered works written in Italian intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Italian language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Italian containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Italian language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Jack Frost
Jack Frost
UF Frost Jack
BT Winter
Japanese language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Japanese containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Japanese intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Japanese language materials.
Japanese language materials
Here are entered works written in Japanese intended primarily for general information and recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Japanese language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Japanese containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Japanese language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Japanese Red Army
Japanese Red Army
UF Nihon Sekigun
Red Army Faction (Japan)
Javelina
UF Collared p必定
Jews
— Folklore
UF Folklore, Jewish
Legends, Jewish
Jinn
USE Genies
Jogging
USE Running
Joke books
USE Jokes
Jokes
UF Joke books
BT Wit and humor
Journalism
USE Journalism, School
Journalism, School
USE Journalism
Jumping bean
UF Mexican jumping bean
Jungle stories
USE Jungles—Fiction
Jungles
— Fiction
UF Jungle stories
Junk
Here are entered works on secondhand, worn, or discarded articles of any kind, such as one might find stored in attics, at yard sales, garage sales, thrift shops, etc.
RT Recycling (Waste)
Refuse and refuse disposal
K.G.B.
USE KGB
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924, Metamorphosis
UF Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924. Verwandlung
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924, Prozess
USE Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924. Trial
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924, Trial
UF Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924. Prozess
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924. Verwandlung
USE Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924. Metamorphosis
Kamba (African people)
— Folklore
UF Folklore, Kamba
Kamchatka’s “eskpeditsiī” s “î” (1st : 1725-1730)
USE Bering’s Expedition (1st : 1725-1730)
Kayaking
USE Kayaks and kayaking
Kayaks and kayaking
UF Kayaking
RT Canoes and canoeing
Kazaks
— Folklore
UF Folklore, Kazakh
Kazumon’i Nës Princess of Japan, 1846-1877
UF Seikan’in no Miya, 1846-1877
Kelapa
RT Seaweed
Kemp’s loggerhead turtle
USE Atlantic ridley turtle
Kemp’s turtle
USE Atlantic ridley turtle
Kestrels
BT Falcons
KGB
UF K.G.B.
--Soviet Union. Komitet gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti.

Khmer language
--Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Khmer containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Khmer intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Khmer language materials.

Khmer language materials
Here are entered works written in Khmer intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Khmer language--Bilingual. Reading texts in Khmer containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Khmer language--Readers.

--Bilingual
Khokhlo (African people)
--Folklore
UF Folklore, Khokhlo.

King snakes
UF Lampropeltis

Kings, queens, rulers, etc.
UF Caliphs, Shahs, Emperors, Monarchs, Queens, Royalty, Sovereigns, Chiefs, Indian chiefs.

Kirov Ballet Academy
UF Kirov Ballet School

Kirov Ballet Company
UF Leningradskiĭ gosudarstvennyĭ akademicheskiĭ teatr opery i baleta imeni S.M. Kirova

Kittens
UF Cats

Knights and knighthood
--Fiction
UF Chivalry—Fiction

Kodomo no hi
UF Children's Day (Japan)

Kon-Tiki expedition (1947)
UF Kon-Tiki ekspedisjonen (1947)

Korean language
--Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Korean containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Korean intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Korean language materials.

Korean language materials
Here are entered works written in Korean intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Korean language--Bilingual. Reading texts in Korean containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Korean language--Readers.

--Bilingual
Kukatja language
--Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Kukatja containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Kukatja intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Kukatja language materials.

Kukatja language materials
Here are entered works written in Kukatja intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Kukatja language--Bilingual. Reading texts in Kukatja containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Kukatja language--Readers.

--Bilingual

Lights
UF Light
Lincoln Brigade
UF Abraham Lincoln Brigade

Literary characters
UF Characters in literature

Literary recreations
Here are entered collections of literary recreations and individual literary works involving reader participation, when no more specific form heading (i.e., Rebus, Plot-your-own stories, or Palindromes) is appropriate.

Livebearers (Fish)
UF Poeciliidae

Log cabins
UF Log cabins

Machine tools
UF Machine tools

Mad cow disease
UF Bovine spongiform encephalopathy

Lepidoptera
UF Lepidoptera

Lepidopterans
UF Lepidoptera

Lepidochelys kempi
UF Lepidochelys kempi

Lepidochelys kempi--Atlantis ridley turtle

Leonardo's horse (Milan, Italy)
UF Cavallo di Leonardo (Milan, Italy)

Lepidochelys kempi--Atlantis ridley turtle

Lepidoptera
UF Lepidoptera

Lepidopterans
UF Lepidoptera

Lepidopterans--Liberty

Light
UF Lights

Losing and winning
UF Winning and losing

Lost animals
USE Lost and found possessions

Lost articles
USE Lost and found possessions

Lost children
RT Lost and found possessions

Lost dogs
USE Lost and found possessions

Lost houses
USE Lodging houses

Lost and found possessions
USE Lost and found possessions

Lodging houses
UF Log cabins

Lodger (Polish)
UF Solidarity (Polish labor organization)

Lymphatics
UF Lymphatics

Lymphatic system
UF Lymphatic system

Lynn (African people)
UF Folklore, Maasai

Macaulay, Lord
UF Macaulay, Lord

Machine tools
UF Machine tools

Mad cow disease
UF Bovine spongiform encephalopathy

Malay language--Fiction

Male actors
UF Actors and actresses

Malefice (Plants)
UF Malefice

Maleficent plays
USE Make-believe playmates

Malaysia
UF Malaysia

Malaysia--Politics
USE Malaysia--Politics

Malaysia--Religion
USE Malaysia--Religion

Malaysia--Women
USE Malaysia--Women

Malraux, Andre
UF Malraux, Andre

Malraux, Andre, 1901-1976. L'homme invisible
USE Malraux, Andre, 1901-1976. L'homme invisible

Malraux, Andre, 1901-1976. Condition humaine
USE Malraux, Andre, 1901-1976. Condition humaine